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Abstract. Turbulence is a complex behavior that remains a challenge for contempo-
rary science. Space plasmas can be considered natural laboratories for investigating
the complex dynamics. We have produced phenomenological models for turbulence
in solar wind plasmas on large-(inertial) magnetohydrodynamic scales, based on ob-
servations by the Voyager in the heliosphere and THEMIS missions in the Earth’s
magnetosheath, where timescales are usually shorter than those in the heliosheath.
However, to understand the physical mechanisms governing turbulence in the space
plasma environments, it is necessary to investigate the experimental data on even
much smaller scale lengths. Therefore, we have considered turbulence using obser-
vations from the Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) mission on kinetic (ions and
electron) scales, which are far shorter than the scales characteristic for description of
plasma by magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) theory. It is worth noting that the unprece-
dented very high millisecond-resolution of the magnetic field instrument enabled us
to analyze turbulence on scale lengths of only tens of kilometers, i.e. extremely small
in space. In particular, it has appeared that a clear break of the magnetic spectral
exponent to about -11/2 at frequencies 20 – 25 Hz agrees with the predictions of
kinetic theory (-16/3). Hence we can hope that the results of these investigations can
facilitate a better understanding of the physical mechanisms of turbulence.
Keywords: Turbulence, Space plasmas, Magnetohydrodynamics, Kinetic theory.

1 Introduction: Importance of Turbulence

Turbulence is a complex phenomenon that still remains a challenge for con-
temporary physics [11,4]. Notwithstanding great progress in magnetohydro-
dynamic (MHD, Hall-MHD, two-fluid) simulations, the physical mechanisms
for turbulence are still not clearly understood. Turbulent magnetic fields
play an important role in plasmas, e.g. leading to magnetic reconnection
[33,7,3,29,30,10] and the redistribution of kinetic and magnetic energy in the
space environments and laboratory plasmas. Reconnection occurs when the
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electrons cannot supply the current needed to support antiparallel magnetic
fields. The dynamic variability of plasma and fields at very small electron
scales in the solar system is not well known.

However, collisionless space and astrophysical plasmas can be considered
natural laboratories for investigating the complex dynamics [6]. In particular,
the solar wind is a stream of charged particles (mainly ions and electrons) flow-
ing from the Sun with the embedded magnetic field; this plasma of solar origin
fills-up the Solar System, including the magnetosheath surrounding the terres-
trial magnetosphere. Moreover, reconnection processes may play an important
role in mixing heliospheric and interstellar plasmas, as postulated in Ref. [15],
a hypothesis supported by numerical simulations [27,28]. Reconnection at the
heliopause, which is the ultimate boundary separating the heliosphere from the
very local interstellar medium, has yet to be confirmed by experimental data.

Solar wind plasma turbulence based on various space missions has been
extensively studied within the European Community’s FP7 project in collab-
oration with the European scientific institutions, as depicted in Fig. 1. In
Section 2 we provide an example of the results obtained using Voyager data.
The second part of the paper is devoted to magnetospheric turbulence based
on THEMIS data, Section 4, and especially Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS )
mission with data, methods, and results in the magnetosheath discussed in the
respective Sections 5, 6, and 7. The conclusions of solar wind and magneto-
spheric turbulence are summarized in Sections 3 and 8, respectively.

Solar system plasma Turbulence: 
Observations, inteRmittency and Multifractals (STORM)

The European Community's FP7 grant agreement n° 313038/STORM (2013‐2015).

Data
Cluster, Ulysses, Venus Express, Giotto, THEMIS, 
Mars Global Surveyor, Cassini, Voyager

Methods
Power spectral densities
Probability distribution functions
Higher order moments
Partition Function Multifractal Analysis (PFMA)
Rank Ordered Multifractal Analysis (ROMA)

Scientific problems for turbulence
• Energy cascade and dissipation
• Multifractality and intermittency
• Anisotropy and non‐linearity
• Solar cycle dependence

Fig. 1. Data, methods, and scientific problems for turbulence in STORM project.
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2 Solar Wind Turbulence

Our previous studies have produced phenomenological models for turbulence
including a weighted two-scale Cantor set model [16,18]. We have applied
this model to solar wind turbulence in solar wind plasmas on large-(inertial)
magnetohydrodynamic scales, based on observations by the Voyager in the
entire heliosphere [19,21,22] and even at the heliospheric boundaries [20].

2.1 Multifractal Spectrum

In particular, using our multifractal model [16], which is a convenient tool to
investigate multifractality, we have confirmed the characteristic shape of the
multifractal singularity spectrum, f(α), which is a downward concave function
of scaling indices α, see Ref. [9].

2.2 Degree of Multifractality

The universal function f(α) provides the information about the distribution
of the generalized dimensions Dq over various scales [25]. In particular, for a
monofractal behavior this function is reduced to a single point D0 (for q =
0), a fractal capacity dimension. Therefore, the width of this function ∆ ≡
αmax − αmin = D−∞ −D∞ is called the degree of multifractality [16,19], and
is used as a measure of intermittency, cf. [11].

2.3 Analysis of Voyager Data in the Heliosphere

For example, the multifractal spectrum f(α) is calculated for the weighted
two-scale (continuous lines) model and the usual one-scale (dashed lines) p-
model [24] with the parameters fitted using the magnetic fields (diamonds)
measured by Voyager 1 in the heliosheath at various distances before crossing
the heliopause, (a) 94–97 AU, (b) 105–107 AU, (c) 108–111 AU, and (d) 112–
115 AU, respectively as shown in Fig. 2, cf. [20].

2.4 Multifractal Turbulence at the Heliospheric Boundaries

The values of the degree of multifractality ∆ in the heliosphere versus the
heliospheric distances compared to a periodically decreasing function (dotted)
during solar minimum (MIN) and solar maximum (MAX), declining (DEC)
and rising (RIS) phases of solar cycles, with the corresponding averages shown
by continuous lines are shown in Fig. 3. The crossing of the termination shock
(TS) and the heliopause (HP) by Voyager 1 are marked by vertical dashed lines.
Below is shown the Sunspot Number (SSN) during years 1980–2010, cf. [21,22].

We see that the degree of multifractality of magnetic field fluctuations em-
bedded the solar wind plasma decreases slowly with the heliospheric distance,
demonstrating that this quantity is still modulated by the solar cycles further in
the heliosheath, and even in the vicinity of the heliopause, possibly approaching
a uniform non-intermittent behavior in the nearby interstellar medium, which
could be interesting for astrophysicists.
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Fig. 2. The singularity spectrum f(α) as a function of a singularity strength α.

3 Solar Wind Conclusions

We have identified the scaling region of fluctuations of the interplanetary mag-
netic field. In fact, using our two-scale model based on the weighted Cantor set,
we have examined the universal multifractal spectra before and after crossing
by Voyager 1 the termination shock at 94 AU and before crossing the heliopause
at distances of about 122 AU from the Sun.

We have shown that the degree of multifractality ∆ for magnetic field fluc-
tuations of the solar wind falls steadily with the distance from the Sun and
seems to be modulated by the solar activity.

We have provided an important evidence that the large-scale magnetic field
fluctuations reveal the multifractal structure not only in the outer heliosphere,
but in the entire heliosheath, even near the heliopause. In our view, any ac-
curate physical model must reproduce the multifractal spectra. In particular,
the non-multifractal scaling observed after the heliopause crossing suggests a
non-intermittent behavior in the nearby interstellar medium, consistent with
the smoothly varying interstellar magnetic field [8].

4 Magnetospheric Turbulence

4.1 Analysis of THEMIS Data in the Earth’s Magnetosheath

Naturally, nonlinear structures responsible for turbulence has been already
identified in planetary environment, also in the magnetosheath, e.g. [1,34],
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Fig. 3. The degree of multifractality ∆ in the heliosphere versus the heliospheric
distances.

as illustrated in Fig. 4 [32]. In addition, kinetic simulations have suggested
some interesting relation of turbulent processes near shocks to reconnection
processes [12]. But in spite of progress in MHD simulations, including Hall
effects, the physical mechanisms of turbulent behavior in the magnetosheath
are still not sufficiently clear.

4.2 Kurtosis near the Bow Shock

The plasma parameter β, which is the ratio of the thermal pressure p to the
magnetic pressure B2/(2µ0ρ), characterize the plasma with the mass density
ρ = miN for ions of mass mi (with mi = 1.15 mp, the proton mass) and
the number density N (µ0 denotes the permeability of free space), while the
Alfvén Mach number MA, the ratio of the ion velocity V to the Alfvén velocity
VA = B/(µ0ρ)1/2, is related to the strength of the shock formed in the plasma.

In Ref. [23] we have shown that at very high Alfvénic Mach numbersMA and
high plasma β, i.e. when the thermal pressure dominates the plasma, for the
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Fig. 4. Turbulence at shocks

direction along the local background magnetic field the probability distribution
of compressive fluctuations should be nearly normal and close to equilibrium
with small kurtosis, while in the plane perpendicular to the local magnetic field
Alfvénic turbulence resulting from nonlinear interactions is non-gyrotropic with
large kurtosis for the Elsässer variables z±. On the other hand, intermittency
becomes somewhat weaker for moderate MA ∼ 10 (and β ∼ 1). However, the
level of intermittency for the outgoing fluctuations (z+) seems to be similar
to that for the ingoing fluctuations (z−), which demonstrates equipartition of
energy between these oppositely propagating Alfvén waves along the ambient
magnetic field.

4.3 Research Hypothesis

The identification of turbulence scaling in the inertial range may not neces-
sarily provide any specific physical mechanism for the multiple processes that
are responsible for the distribution of energy or magnetic flux between cascad-
ing turbulent eddies. We are convinced that one must consider much smaller
scales, where particle-wave interactions resulting in the dissipation of energy
are effective, e.g. [1,34].

Hence, our basic research hypothesis is that small scales are essential for
understanding of the physical mechanisms of turbulence. In our view, it is
necessary to investigate the experimental data at scale lengths below the inertial
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range. Moreover, we are convinced that the gross features of turbulence should
still be determined by Alfvén waves, e.g. [2], involving the magnetic field and
the ion bulk speed of the plasma, possibly related to discontinuities [5], current
sheets, mirror mode structures, or instabilities [31].

5 Data from the MMS Mission

Fig. 5. The MMS is a NASA unmanned space mission to study the Earth’s mag-
netosphere, using four identical spacecraft flying in a tetrahedral formation, Credits:
NASA.

The Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS ) mission was launched on 13 March
2015 at 02:44 UTC, as illustrated in Fig. 5. The planned mission duration was 2
years, 5.5 months, but now is in its 5th year of operation, and its characteristics
are as follows: launch mass: 1,360 kg (2,998 lb); inclination: 28.0◦ perigee:
2,550 km (1,580 mi) apogee: day phase: 70,080 km (43,550 mi); night phase:
152,900 km (95,000 mi). The location and formation of four spacecraft near
the apogee are depicted in Fig. 6 and 7, respectively.

MMS is also equipped with a new navigator based on extremely sensitive
GPS equipment to provide absolute position information, Figs. 8 and 9. The
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Fig. 6. MMS Location Fig. 7. MMS formation

Fig. 8. Illustration of MMS spacecraft with systems labeled, Credits: NASA.

observatories require such sensitive sensors because the satellites fly in an orbit
higher than that of the GPS satellites, so they must rely on the weaker sig-
nals from GPS satellites on the far side of Earth. The MMS spacecraft were
developed at NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, MD, USA.

Figure 10 shows the MMS 1 trajectory in the Geocentric Solar Ecliptic
(GSE) coordinates. The dotted–dashed line shows the position of the bow
shock, while the solid line shows the magnetopause [17].
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MMS data access

https://lasp.colorado.edu/mms/sdc/public/

FGM
brst: 7.8 milliseconds
srvy: 0.0625 to 0.125 sec

FPI (ions and electrons)
brst: 30 milliseconds
fast: 4.5 seconds

https://spdf.gsfc.nasa.gov/

Fig. 9. MMS data access and resolution
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Fig. 10. MMS 1 spacecraft trajectory in the magnetosheath behind the bow shock.
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Fig. 11. Data for high-resolution turbulence in the magnetosheath behind the bow
shock.
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6 Methods of Data Analysis

We have employed a standard statistical analysis to obtain energy density spec-
tra for the magnetic field strength and the ion speed at high time resolution,
specified in Fig. 9. This approach is used for estimating the power of signal at
various frequencies by using the periodograms resulting from converting any
signal from the time domain to the frequency domain. Due to noise reduction
in the power spectra this method allows to reduce the frequency resolution.

In a magnetized plasma the ion ωi = 2πfi = (ZeB)/(mic) (with Z = 1) and
and electron ωe = 2πfe = (eB)/(mec) gyrofrequency, which characterize the ki-
netic regime, depend on the embedded magnetic field strength |B|. The respec-
tive Larmor radii are rLi,e = (Vth⊥i,e)/(ωi,e), where Vth⊥i,e = (kT⊥i,e/mi,e)

1/2

are the thermal velocities (with the Boltzmann constant k) corresponding to
the ion and electron temperatures perpendicular to the local magnetic field, T⊥i
and T⊥e, respectively. With ion and electron plasma frequencies ωpi,e = 2πfpi,e
the ion and electron inertial lengths are λi,e = c/(ωpi,e) (c is the speed of light).
Therefore, employing the Taylor’s hypothesis the characteristic ion and electron
inertial frequencies are fλi,e = (V/c) fpi,e.

7 Results of Analysis for Magnetosheath Turbulence
near the Bow Shock
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Fig. 12. Energy spectrum for turbulence behind the bow shock.

The magnetosheath can easily be identified based on broad ion energy spec-
tra ranging from 100 eV to a few keV as illustrated for the sample near the bow
shock in the first upper panels of Fig. 11. The second and third panels show
the magnetic field |B| and the ion velocity |V|. The fourth panel presents ion
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and electron temperatures T⊥i and T⊥e, while the fifth and sixth panels show
the calculated gyrofrequencies, fci and fce, with averages marked by dashed
lines. Kinetic scales estimated using the Taylor’s hypothesis, approximately
span the interval from 1 to 100 km.

Fig. 12 shows the energy spectrum for turbulence behind the bow shock for
frequencies above the ion gyrofrequency fci marked by the dashed vertical line,
and between the ion fλi and electron fλe Taylor-shifted inertial frequencies
shown by the dashed–dotted and dotted lines, respectively [17]. In this case,
near the ion frequency of fci = 0.25 Hz, we have observed a clear change
of the spectral exponent of the magnetic spectra from -0.8 to much steeper
spectrum with the slope of -5/2, which is substantially different than that for
the standard Kolmogorov [13] or Kraichnan [14] spectra with the slope of -5/3
or -3/2, characteristic for an inertial region in the magnetized plasma.

Moreover, just behind the bow shock and also near the magnetopause, as
discussed in Ref. [17], the availability of the high-resolution magnetic field data
of 7.8 ms enabled us to observe a spectral exponents in the kinetic regime
(between 0.1 and 65 Hz) from -5/2 above the ion gyrofrequency till -7/2 or even
-11/2 (or -16/3) above the Taylor-shifted frequency related to the electron skin
depth fλe of about 20 – 25 Hz (far below fce = 528 Hz). The largest break in
the spectral slope of about -16/3 in Fig. 12 could result from the dissipation of
the kinetic Alfvén waves, e.g. [26]. This certainly requires further investigation
to compare our experimental results with kinetic theory.

Because the plasma resolution for ions is only 150 ms [17], the similar spec-
trum for the velocity can only be resolved between 0.04 and 3.5 Hz, near the
onset of kinetic scales, which is at least inside the magnetosheath similar to the
Kolmogorov [13] type with the well-known slope of -5/3.

8 Magnetospheric Conclusions

Using THEMIS data we have demonstrated that turbulence is intermittent in
the entire magnetosheath, in regions near the bow shock and even near the
magnetopause. It seems that turbulence behind the quasi-perpendicular shock
is more intermittent with larger kurtosis than behind the quasi-parallel shock.

We have looked at turbulence spectra in regions behind the bow shock and
close to the magnetopause, using the highest-resolution data, and also deep
inside the magnetosheath, where only lower-resolution data are available.

It is worth noting that the unprecedented very high-resolution (of about 8
milliseconds) of the magnetometer of the MMS mission enables us to analyze
turbulence on kinetic scale lengths of only tens of kilometers, i.e. extremely
small in the space environment. In particular, it has appeared that a clear
break of the magnetic spectrum exponent to about -11/2 at the electron inertial
frequencies fλe = 20–25 Hz agrees with the predictions of kinetic theory (-16/3).

In view of the current and forthcoming space investigations, we expect that
our study on the difference in characteristic of energy spectral density can help
facilitate a better understanding of the physical processes after applying kinetic
theory for turbulence in various regions of space and astrophysical plasmas.
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